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CONTEXT AS A CRITICAL CUE FOR ALCOHOL: STRIATAL AND 
AMYGDALA MECHANISMS 

The recreational use of alcohol can escalate into problematic drinking and alcohol use 
disorders. Alcohol-seeking and drinking are profoundly influenced by environmental 
cues that predict alcohol. I will describe a preclinical model that my laboratory 
developed to study the psychological and neural processes that regulate cue- and 
context-triggered alcohol-seeking. We report that contexts associated with alcohol have 
a robust and enduring impact on alcohol-seeking and relapse. Using a pathway-specific, 
chemogenetic approach in transgenic rats, we show that dopamine is a critical substrate 
for cue-triggered alcohol-seeking, and that there is a dissociation at the level of the 
nucleus accumbens in the role that dopamine plays in responding to different types of 
alcohol cues. The nucleus accumbens receives input from the basolateral amygdala, a 
brain region that is critically implicated in cue-reward learning. I will present data on the 
involvement of glutamatergic transmission in the basolateral amygdala in cue-triggered 
alcohol-seeking. By defining the psychological and neural mechanisms that mediate 
cue-triggered alcohol-seeking we seek to advance our fundamental knowledge of these 
processes and propel new treatments for alcohol use disorders. 
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Event detection meets object recognition 
The ability to detect and recognize events in the environment is a fundamental building block of 
animal behavior. In many vertebrates, visual events can be detected and classified (e.g., predator 
or prey) by midbrain circuits even before signals reach the forebrain. However, in primates the 
bulk of visual processing takes place in the cerebral neocortex, where the remarkable addition of 
new areas and circuits supports the ability to recognize and assign meaning to a seemingly limitless 
number of visual objects. It is commonly assumed that the expanded cortical processing in 
primates supplants the central role formerly occupied by midbrain circuits, but in this talk I will 
present evidence that this assumption is untrue in some very interesting ways. First, I will review 
evidence that the midbrain superior colliculus in primates plays a surprisingly important role in 
detecting behaviorally relevant events – in fact, we have recently shown that activity in the 
superior colliculus is both necessary and sufficient to explain perceptual decisions during a covert 
attention task. Second, using fMRI and electrophysiology in monkeys, combined with transient 
inactivation of the superior colliculus, we have identified a novel area in the temporal lobe of 
cortex with both attention-related and object-selective activity that depends on inputs from the 
superior colliculus. We hypothesize that this temporal cortical area may provide a bridge between 
cortical and midbrain circuits, linking event detection signals from the superior colliculus with 
more detailed visual object information dependent on cortical processing. Together, our work 
illustrates that a key step toward understanding higher-order brain functions – and the etiology of 
brain disorders – may be to identify how older subcortical circuits interact with more recently 
evolved components in the neocortex. 
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Should I stay or should I go?  

Frontocortical mechanisms of value learning and effort 
 

Orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and Anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) have been assigned various overlapping 
roles ranging from learning and responding to reward, signaling value and uncertainty, and supporting 
economic decisions, to name a few. Using a combination of novel behavioral paradigms, DREADDs, 
calcium imaging, and computational modeling, my lab has sought better resolution of these diverse 
frontocortical processes in rat. In this talk I will present data comparing OFC and ACC in value learning 
under uncertainty and in supporting effortful choice behavior. Our results suggest highly overlapping, 
less specialized, roles for ACC and OFC in learning under uncertainty that point toward a shared role of 
both structures in keeping track of outcomes over time, and with repeated experience. Our more recent 
data will be discussed with an eye toward similarities in ACC and OFC function across cognitive domains, 
from perceptual to value- based decisions. Collectively these findings may have implications for how we 
view frontocortical contributions to reinforcement learning and value-based decision making across 
rodent and primate species. 
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Insights into contributions of nature and nurture to the human mind and brain from 

studies with blind individuals 
British empiricist philosophers, like Locke and Berkeley, conducted thought experiments on blindness. They saw 
mental representations as originating from sensory experience and concluded that the minds of people born blind 
must be very different from those of the sighted. Locke claimed that a man born blind might say that marigolds are 
‘yellow’, but to him yellow would refer to a marigold’s texture. The question of how sensory experience 
contributes to the mind remains central to modern cognitive and neuroscientific theories. Empirical studies with 
blind individuals reveal some surprises, both with respect to the suppositions of the empiricists and with respect to 
current theories. We find that blindness causes dramatic repurposing of the visual cortices, while leaving ‘visual’ 
concepts largely unchanged. Blind individuals acquire rich knowledge of things they cannot see such as events of 
light emission (glimmer), the appearance of large animals and colors (blue). Moreover, rather than acquiring empty 
verbal associations, individuals born blind develop accurate causal theories of how visual phenomena work and 
use similar cortical systems during conceptual tasks. In contrast to the preservation of concepts and their cortical 
substrates, cortical systems that evolved for visual perception undergo dramatic functional reorganization in 
blindness. Previous studies have described many examples of plasticity where experience modifies but does not 
entirely change cortical function (e.g. amblyopia, somatosensory remapping). By contrast, we find that in blindness 
‘visual’ cortices participate in multiple higher-cognitive functions, including language, numerical processing and 
non-verbal executive control. Studies of resting-state connectivity suggest that plasticity occurs via takeover of 
‘visual' cortex by top-down higher-cognitive networks in fronto-parietal and fronto-temporal cortices. This 
evidence reveals a unique human type of cross-modal plasticity and suggests that human cortex is more 
cognitively flexible than previously realized. Studies of blindness support a view of the human brain as a collection 
of specialized but flexible learning mechanisms, each with an evolutionarily constrained “window” onto the world.  
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Dr. David Heeger 
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Oscillating Recurrent Gated Neural Integrator Circuits (Organics) 

Working memory is a cognitive process that is responsible for temporarily holding and 
manipulating information. Most of the empirical neuroscience research on working 
memory has focused on measuring sustained activity and sequential activity in 
prefrontal cortex (PFC) and/or parietal cortex during simple delayed-response tasks, and 
most of the models of working memory have been based on neural integrators. But 
working memory means much more than just holding a piece of information online. I 
will present a new theory of working memory, based on a recurrent neural circuit that I 
call ORGaNICs (Oscillatory Recurrent GAted Neural Integrator Circuits). ORGaNICs are a 
variety of LSTMs (imported from the machine learning/AI literature) that can be used to 
explain the complex dynamics of delay-period activity in biological neural circuits during 
a working memory task, and that offer some computational advantages over 
conventional artificial recurrent neural nets. ORGaNICs can also be applied to model 
motor preparation and sensory processing, commensurate with the hypothesis 
that executive functions, motor preparation/control, and sensory processing may share 
a common, canonical computational motif. Time permitting, I’ll also say a few words 
about inference, exploration, prediction, and the role of feedback (top-down) in 
the brain. 
 


